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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

For now, unless buyers can push the market up off the 2,070 @ES pivot as drawn (2,080 SPX), 

then we're going to keep aggressively playing the market short/bearishly toward the full target 

near 2,065.   

If under 2,065, another sell-swing opens toward the 2,045 pivot.  With the exception of a small 

bounce potential Monday off current levels, the market would not become bullish unless it is back 

above 2,100. 

Today's session opened with a strong downside gap right into our higher frame target of 2,065.  It's the rising 

200 day SMA and that's where the session began... and ended.   

While very aggressive traders could have traded the bounce/rally up away from this level first thing this 

morning, other traders (non-aggressive, new traders, etc) would have done much better by trading the small 

bearish retracements/reactions that developed into the falling 20 or 50 EMAs on the 5-min chart as usual.  

Note the three small "bear flag" events that took place during the middle part of the trading day.  Today was 

like a trend day except that we had a large downside gap and near-fill of the entire gap.   

Still, the trend was so strong that price never crossed above the 50 EMA (save one moment today) on the 5-

min chart, which is our definition of a T3 Trend Day.  The only valid trades (exception:  very 

aggressive/experienced traders) were the three to four pro-trend day retracement opportunities as drawn.   

Keep in mind that tomorrow will give us plenty of economic data and new reports that could create additional 

volatility during tomorrow's session... and Wednesday will be a Fed Day where traders will be focused on clues 

regarding the potential for a rate hike in 2015 (if that actually occurs or not). 

 
Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

FOMC Meeting Begins (Announcement Wednesday) 

Case-Shiller HPI:  9:00am 

PMI Services Flash:  9:45am 

Consumer Confidence:  10:00am 

State Street Investor Confidence:  10:00am 
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July 27 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Stocks continued their sell-off/liquidation as did the US Dollar Index (which is trading in a similar fashion as the 

US Stock Market at the moment). 

Gold traded sideways after a bounce and Crude Oil continued the downtrend/selling pressure to close the 

session at new swing lows (don't fight this trend... or any trend for that matter). 

Look to trade gold (aggressively) long/bullish above $1,100 - otherwise it's still a sell or avoid candidate. 

The Dollar is trending down away from the $98.00 pivot level at the same time stocks are also trending down 

from higher frame resistance. 
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The Facebook (FB) Pullback 

 

Like most tech stocks recently, Facebook (FB) joined the chorus of "big rally" mid-July... and they're almost all 

experiencing the same "big retracement/sell-off/correction" right now.   

Facebook is trading down away from the $98.00 level (just shy of $100) and the downside retracement target - 

on the power-buy swing - is the $92.00 per share level. 

Facebook is an avoid (or aggressive intraday short-sell candidate) as it moves down away from $94 toward $92 

and would be a potential bullish support buy up off $92 if we don't see a sudden bullish swing up first. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

With price only bouncing up off the 2,070 @ES target into the weekend, shares fell and traded down against this key 

pivot/target level today.  Our new short-term planning/focal point is the 2,055 level which is the 78.6% "last level" 

Fibonacci Retracement as drawn.  For planning, we're bullish/neutral (short-term) between 2,055 and 2,070 (the 

Fibonacci Grid); bullish above 2,070; and otherwise very bearish to expect a completion of the "arc trendline" as 

mentioned last Friday which targets 2,040 (@ES) if under the current 2,055 pivot. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Note that price is behaving exactly as expected - for the third time, we're seeing a movement (retracement) 

down away from the 2,030 upper wall of resistance level.  At this time, price broke under 2,100 and continued 

the liquidation/short-sell swing toward the current target of the rising 200 day SMA at 2,065.  Once again, 

either price rallies here (reference late June and early February) or else breaks under it (reference early July).   

Our plan - without bias and without prediction - will have us trading a support-bounce rally up away from 

2,065 toward 2,100 (green) once again.  However, another breakdown under this level triggers a short-sell bias 

but we WILL BE ON GUARD for another manipulation of the market - that's what it is - and Bear Trap outcome 

if buyers collude and flood capital into the market, triggering/creating a short-squeeze.  2,065 is our pivot. 


